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Agenda

Board of Directors Quarterly Meeting
Monday, February 3, 2020 ● 6:00-7:30 PM
Collaborative Labs - Tropics Room – 13805 58th Street North, Largo
Items to Discuss
Public Comments

Actions

Welcome / Call to Order
○ Introductions
Strategic Plan – Kimberly Jackson
○ Mission/Vision/Values
○ Program Overview
○ Plans for 2020-2022 cycles
○ Collaborative Community Partnerships
○ Technological Update
Overview of Financials
○ 2020-2021 Proposed Budget
▪ APPENDIX A
○ Current Status: Ellen Fontana, CPA
▪ APPENDIX B
Review and approval of minutes from last meeting
▪ APPENDIX C
Board of Directors’ Roles and Responsibilities
○ Committees
○ Board terms
○ Insurance
○ Conflict of interest
Review and approval of 2020-2021 Board meeting dates
Comments
Wrap-up & Adjournment

CollaborativeLabs@spcollege.edu

Next Board meeting (proposed):
May 11, 2020 (6:00-7:00 PM)
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Welcome /Call to Order

Kimberly Jackson, Esq., Executive Director: Good evening! I met some of
you already, during the interview process. I'm very humbled and grateful to serve
as Executive Director of the Institute.
I'm originally from Illinois and moved here in 1997 to follow my college
sweetheart. I went to Spelman College, then I went to Johns Hopkins School of
Advanced International Studies. I came here to Stetson University College of Law, then I
clerked for a judge, I worked for a trial practice with two private attorneys, and then I became
a city attorney. My younger daughter was diagnosed with autism and that transitioned me into
education. I purposely picked St. Petersburg College because it is a college of care and I felt
like I could give back in an impactful way. I genuinely believe that this merge of law and public
policy is like a dream job that I could not have created for myself, so thank you.
Mission/Vision/Values
Kim: I have a strategic plan to show you. As I was trying to figure out what was going on with
the Institute and how to best serve the college, I asked around about what the Institute for
Strategic Policy Solutions is. People could not answer that question, so I spent time rebranding.
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Kim: We need participation, advocacy, and support. We have to have participation in order to
raise funds.

Kim: Our new tagline that comes out of our mission: enhance, educate, and engage.
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Kim: We need to rebrand and to do this, we need to focus on content. The Institute should
have information that politicians want to use and leverage, so they can create meaningful
policy. We want programs that meet our mission. We want to bring in speakers that support
our vision and be able to leverage them so that more people will want to come to the Institute.
We want to engage the community abroad. By that I mean we want to span the county and the
state.

Kim: Rita’s marketing team has been exceptional in our rebranding effort. This is our old brand
versus our new brand. We did focus group testing and people liked that it was balanced
between the blue and red, that the lightbulb signified innovation, and tagline signified learning.

Institute for Strategic Policy Solutions photo montage was shown.

CollaborativeLabs@spcollege.edu
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Kim: I want to give you and update on what we have been working on since December. We
want to work on how the community sees us.
People said the website didn’t speak to them about what we are. Rita’s team was helpful and
instrumental and helping us find a new look and we will be slowly transitioning the content from
the old website.
Publications – we want to make sure our documents are published and can be used by
politicians, nonprofits, and others, as long as they are nonpartisan and helpful.
We want to have a blog to discuss some of the key elements that we are doing, which is
commitment to the environment, to livable cities, and commitment to nonpartisan legislation
that is supportive.
We want to have social platforms, such as Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. We are working
with the college on how to manage that. We have one student and two interns working on the
social media. We need to think about our media partners because a lot of people do not use
traditional forms of media anymore.
Finally, we want to focus on the YouTube channel. We have an entire history of content there.
It is a good way for us to promote all the wonderful programs that we've done.

CollaborativeLabs@spcollege.edu
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Program Overview

Kim: How do we determine the programs we do? It must meet the mission, be nonpartisan,
and be solution oriented. This is how we decided on the programming you are going to see
next.

Kim: The first program is called the Sea Level Rise, which we've changed to Cleanup for
Climate. It is a social media program where we are going to do a beach cleanup. We're kicking
it off in Bay Pines. Keep Florida beautiful has agreed to partner with us and pay for everything
associated with the cleanups. Pictures will help us connect with other Florida college systems
(to the extent that they want to participate)and all of our campuses. We will give an award for
the person who has the best pictures to quantify how much they cleaned up. The students are
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really excited about it and the hashtags that they have created (#cleanupforclimate, #ISPS,
#SPC). We will also have a Miami-based movie on sinking cities that talks about the economic
and ethical impact of sea level rise.
State Legislative Update – I went to Tallahassee for the Black Caucus and talked to
representatives that stayed. I made contact with Latvala, Brandes, Rouson, Newton, and
Diamond. I need help with Senator Hooper and Representatives Grant, Sprowls, DiCeglie, and
Webb. We want to have them talk about what is going right and what is going on in
Tallahassee to connect it to the Institute.
Autism and Mental Health Awareness – We have someone that can help with training for
autism. I also have Haley Moss, the first attorney in Florida with Asperger’s syndrome (selfidentified) to take and pass the Florida Bar, as the keynote speaker at American Stage on April
2nd, which is Autism Awareness Day. Johns Hopkins, Florida Blue, and Healthy Foundation St.
Petersburg have tentatively agreed to support that panel discussion.
Panel discussion with Benjamin Crump and Pam Bondi – Benjamin Crump has agreed to come
in July to speak to us as he will be in town at that time. We would like help in getting Pam
Bondi in as well. We also appreciate anyone that you all deem would be a good fit. We want to
have balanced programs and they must be nonpartisan, so I appreciate your support and trying
to find that delicate balance. We would likely have it the Clearwater Bar Association, or possibly
at Stetson.
Countywide Arts Summit - Ben Diamond is interested in the impact of the arts in our area and
how we fit in compared to other cities. The arts are why a lot of people come to this area. It is
set for August 21st.
100th Anniversary of the 19th Amendment – I am hoping that our board member Ken Burke will
assist with that. We want to bring centenarians or people close to that time period to speak
about experiences they witnessed as their mothers went about the process of voting.

CollaborativeLabs@spcollege.edu
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Tina Fischer, Collaborative Labs: That was a lot of information on programing
all at once, so we just want to pause and look at them. We want to ask, are you
excited about them and do they meet the mission?

Representative Kathleen Peters: I have a comment about Sea Level Rise. It
fits in with resiliency, but seal level rise is too isolated on that topic. Black Sky is
what Washington D.C. and the military are saying will be the next terrorist attack
that knocks out the grid on a large-scale level. We are not prepared and could not
handle it because everything would be affected (sewer system, communication,
etc.). You can talk about sea level rise and how we are going to manage that and
be resilient, but as long as you're going to talk about resiliency, Black Sky would be a great
topic. I could try to get the speaker’s name from the National Association of Counties.
Dr. Mark Strickland, Provost: That is a point well taken. When we hired Kim,
we told her some commitments have already been made and she is honoring
those commitments.

Kathleen: I just think that that would be a really great topic, and it's timely, especially if you're
looking for a conversation for elected officials. It hits the local, county, the state, and the
national level.
Kim: I will personally follow up with you. It was hard to start with nothing on the calendar.
What you are saying is why I wanted to have a collaborative lab rather than just having you in
just to vote on a budget. I like garnering all of your ideas going forward. Leveraging the board
brings many topics.
Tina: I captured Black Sky on the board. Are there any other comments?
Judge Irene Sullivan: I am excited we have six months of programming and we
can take a relaxed approach to the next six months.

Debra Prewitt: Can we talk about the State Legislative Update, considering that
it’s an early session and an election year? I think it would be smart to partner with
a couple of people.

Kathleen: Legislative session ends mid-March, and some people want to take the two weeks
off, so I do not know if that date is realistic, unless it is the last day of March. They have to do
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two meetings a year before session starts, so we have two opportunities where you can get
them to meet and host there, but I don’t think that engages people on the topics. The
Legislative Updates would be better as a partnership because they are so exhausted. If you get
the invitation out right away, you have a better shot. If you tell them you are partnering with
someone, they are more apt to come.
Kim: If you have a suggested partner that you think fits, please let me know.
Kathleen: Amplify Clearwater.
Speaker: Why are there three dates stacked up in the Spring?
Kim: The Sea Level Rise date was already set. The legislative update falls into that open
window, and autism awareness day is April 2nd. We are open to fill those other months. We are
not focusing on dates as much as when people are available to come. The easier ones are done
in the beginning to give us time to prepare for them.
Speaker: Why are we tying into the autism awareness date?
Kathleen: There is an explosion of kids being Baker Acted because of their autism. They don’t
belong there; their behavior has gotten them there. That is a different subject than autism, but
it is crossing the lines and is problematic. They cross over.
Kim: Also, a lot of officers are asking for proper training, especially in the school systems.
Kathleen: That is interesting because there is a large number of officers being trained in CIT.
SROs are getting a different training, more in first aid. CIT is a forty-hour training and is
expensive. There is state money compensates for it.
Kim: Autism and the rise in Baker Acted kids don’t have to be tied. We can address mental
health in many ways, and we have a full year. We are looking for your ideas.
Bridgette Bello: As someone who does events, it is difficult to be tied to a
specific day. And, you do not want to exhaust your audience and sponsors.

Kim: This has not been published to anyone but you all in anticipation of this meeting, so some
of these dates can be altered. I cannot change the Sea Level Rise date, and I think the March
date is important, but we need to hear your feedback.
Irene: Martha Linderman is an expert on the CIT training and Baker Act.
Kim: In terms of locations, what do you think? They were crated to spread ourselves around
the county.

CollaborativeLabs@spcollege.edu
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Bridgette: Location determines who comes to the meetings, in addition to the topics.









Programs
Black Sky – EMPs
(electromagnetic pulse)
along with Sea Level Rise
(Resiliency)
Excited six months
planned & variety
State Legislative Update
– partner with other
organizations, ex:
Amplify Clearwater
Should Autism be
combined with mental
health?
Aggressive schedule –
may not want to be so
aggressive

Plans for 2020-2022 Cycles

Kim: Now, we will move on to additional program considerations. I was approached by Jeff
Johnson with AARP, who did a program on the Holocaust to bring together the religious
community. I'm trying to get the social, economic, and political part of our mission statement
covered. I am meeting Congressman Bilirakis and hoping he can have a conversation about the
VA. AARP is also doing an Age-friendly State Tour to talk to students about some of the
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legislations that have been done. St. Petersburg, Dunedin, and Pinellas county have adopted
some of the age-friendly policy. We would do Livability in the Bay where we speak to the
millennials and how they fit in the aging community. We would love to have President Trump
come down. We would also like to have a Twitter Town Hall Debate that would hit Florida
colleges with real-time questions. This is all to be determined, as we hit an election year.

Tina: Have you heard of Kevin Bacon and the six degrees of separation? Kim and the Institute
need your help based on who you know. Do you have someone in mind that you could
introduce Kim to? You could do a soft ask by copying Kim on an email and she will do the follow
up.
Kathleen: I know elected officials, people in the mental health and autism arena, and Pam
Bondi, but she may not make a commitment until the trial is over.
Kim: We can create an environment that she would like to talk about, such as the opioid crisis
and the lawsuit.
Kathleen: Yes, that would be interesting, but it might be Ashley Moody for that topic.
Kim: As we think about branding and why people would come to the Institute, if we are trying
to put our name out there at a higher level, I am looking for people who are connected to
Florida who care about what is going on here and bring the audience we are looking for to
reinvigorate the Institute.
Kathleen: The data is frightening because we lost more this year than last to opioid overdose.
However, eighty percent of people addicted are from prescriptions from doctors, not mental
health.
Rita Farlow: The reporter at Tampa Bay Times who wrote about one of the first opioid crises,
Chris Tish, is still there and could be on a panel.
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Kathleen: Rita Newman is another resource, and a great presenter.
Mark: The presenters need to be fascinating.
Bridgette: For VA, reach out to USAA. I have a contact you can use when I am done with her.
Kathleen: For opioids, I would do HCA hospitals. Northside and Largo Medical have highest
rate of overdose.
Kim: Trump may be interested in coming to talk to colleges.
Kathleen: Pam Bondi may be able to reach him.
Mark: I can give you a DNC person.
Kathleen: I can give you the RNC person in Sarasota.
Irene: Another partner in the opioid area is the Drug Free America Foundation and the
Semblers, they are very connected to Pam Bondi.
Kim: I have been trying to reach out to bankers for funds and getting some of our events
sponsored. This will take a while as we're working on branding at this time.















Who do we know?
CIT – Martha Linderman
HCA/Largo Medical ODS-BB
Elected Officials – KP
Experts Autism – KP
Experts Mental Health – KP
(Trump Ask) Pam Bondi –
KP & BB
Rita Newman – KP
Drug Free America – opioid
The Semblers – Judge
Sullivan
Ashley Moody (Target issue
like opioid lawsuit)
Reporter from Tampa Bay
Times, Chris Tish – “Rx OD”
VA – USAA – BB
RNC – KP
DNC – Mark
State Gov. DeSantis

Tina: There are six topic areas and we would like you to select your top three topics for the
next three years.

CollaborativeLabs@spcollege.edu
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Top 3 Program Topics for the Next 3 Years
 Health (pharmaceutical responsibility) – 22%
 Infrastructure – 22%
 Criminal Justice (reform, gun violence, policing in schools, arrests in public school system,
human trafficking) – 21%
Collaborative Community Partnerships

Kim: Communities require partnerships. I will be calling to ask for partnerships and sponsors. It
is difficult for some of the programs to be profitable, which means we are going to need some

CollaborativeLabs@spcollege.edu
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sponsorships. To the extent your schedules permit, please come to the events so people can
see who is on the board. It is important in terms of branding for them to have that awareness.
Bridgette: Please send calendar dates for events in a timely manner.

Kim: We have a lot of wonderful experts at our school that we can use. We have student
engagement with our interns. We use our relationship with the Florida College System so
students can relate to each other better. We can connect campuses with students, religious,
and community leaders to reach broader communities. I would like to get over to MacDill and
use some of the resources there, such as infrastructure and economics. We can partner with
nonprofit organizations. I have been meeting business leaders and Chamber presidents. I am
connected with the arts community. Florida Civic Advance is something I want to talk about at
our next meeting. It is an agency funded previously by two administrations and they now sit at
FSU and would like a new home. It would be great to consider working with them, because
they are already connected across the state, but we don’t have the money at this time. Beth at
the Juvenile Welfare Board is a mentor of mine. AARP is willing to give money to the Livability
Conference.

CollaborativeLabs@spcollege.edu
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Kim: This is a list of those that could give in-kind donations or space rentals.

Kim: For Student Engagement, I talked to Sheila Dickinson at University of Florida and her
students followed a Harvard pattern program. The students did their own community program;
they picked the topic, raised the money, and saw the project through. It is something to think
about. Model U.N. comes out of our budget and we can use the youth for support. We have
established our SGA liaison and are trying to get more younger people to buy in.
Kathleen: It would be great to have a few SGA on the board to have younger presence. It
should actually be significant number.
Mark: I think it is a great idea.

CollaborativeLabs@spcollege.edu
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Kim: I also want to mention that board nominees would fall under Judge Sullivan. The Chair
and Vice Chair is Judge Greer, I will be the Secretary, and the Treasurer is Ken Burke. That will
serve as a nominating committee. We will need to bring forth names and have you look at
resumes and vote. I would like to have a finance and bylaws committee. I'll be talking with
Judge Sullivan about how she wants to reconstruct the board.

Kim: This brings us to raising money. We gave a Distinguished Public Service Award to Senator
Dennis Jones, and we would like to have Gala and do that again. Galas raise money. We want
to find someone to honor and then raise the money for the Institute that we can give away as
you all see fit. We want to leverage community partners.
And with that, the presentation ends with this video. It's a good reminder to keep focused on
the mission of the Institute.

Video played: https://youtu.be/KivG3dnQFZ8
Kim: Are there any other questions?
Kathleen: Can we survey the students for interest without telling them what the six areas are?
Kim: I have been doing informal polls, and I will work on formalizing the data. Young people
are business oriented. They care about the economy in a different way. They are
entrepreneurial in spirit.
Kathleen: I wouldn’t give them topics because that pigeonholes them. I would make it open
ended: “What is an important issue of your generation?”
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Debra: What we call it isn’t what they are going to relate to. My son says watching the news
on television is an “old man” activity; they get their information from the phone.
Kathleen: It would be valuable to get what they are thinking.
Technological Update
Kim: I wanted to have Rita talk about the new web page.

accurate.

Rita: I am the Marketing Director at St. Petersburg College. This is a WordPress
website; we found a sample they liked and it already has a lot of what they
wanted. Most importantly, it is responsive to handheld devices (phones and
tablets). It gives opportunities to house documents from subject-matter experts
and has video capability and a blog component, which is good for search engine
optimization. This shows a theme we like; the pictures and words are not

Overview of Financials
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Ellen Fontana, CPA: We have a template that breaks down what is planned. It is
a rough estimate, because a lot has not been done before. Dinner series may or
not work, it hasn’t worked well in the past, so it was not put in. As things come
and go, they will be put back in. You will see the gala and other event
sponsorships on the 501c3 side. Normally, you would see earnings from the
foundation here, but this is just internal to see if we can start to generate funds.
Hopefully, the gala would be profitable, realizing this is the first year and sometimes the mission
affects this a lot. It would grow over the years and make net income more positive. This is a
stab in the dark as to the expenses. All those items are not things that you normally would have
seen in the past budget, but are there to say, can we start having these events and start
bringing in profit? There is also a more detailed version I can provide.
Kim: The goal is to try to make money, become profitable, and have the gala. I was thinking
December because people incorporate that time of year with giving, but I am open to your
thoughts. We want the money by the end of the year. We would like to start talking about
names so we can nominate someone.

Motion was made and seconded to approve the budget. The budget was passed.
Wrap-up & Adjournment
Irene: On April 2nd, in the evening around 5:30-6:00pm, we will have a reception at my house
for Kim. Give Dr. Strickland names of those you would like invited. I live in Bayou Club, and at
the guard gate each person has to get their driver’s license photocopied. This creates a backup,
so carpooling is encouraged, even if you meet in the parking lot outside the entrance.
Kim: Is there anything else that needs to be signed?
Irene: We need to approve the minutes, but we no longer have quorum.
Mark: You can ask for approval over email.
Ellen: Is Secretary a non-voting position?
Mark: Yes. You would determine who the voting members are depending on the committee.
You can look through the bylaws, but they do not specifically say “no.”. Amended bylaws are
there too.
Irene: A key thing is to identify who we are going to honor at the gala.
Kim: I will take names from you all; additionally, I will need your buy-in on our selection.
Mark: Is the award named after Dennis Jones, or was that an example?
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Jacqueline: It was called the Distinguished Public Service award and he was the first recipient
(in 2014).
Mark: An email needs to be sent to the board members not here soliciting names. The
President of St. Petersburg College will get it too and may have some ideas on who to
recommend. Among the board members, there are several people that can be easily
recognized.
Kim: We will send an email and ask for names. Sharon will work on the approval of minutes.
Irene: Whoever does the invitation needs to work with me on the wording.
Kim: Is there anything else?
Speaker: We should recognize Kim and her team for the hard work she did. (Applause)

Meeting adjourned at 7:31pm.
Attendees
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